
PoliSci 1: Science of Politics Week 3 Recap

SWBAT: (1) Describe the formulas for electing executives, (2) describe the formulas for electing
legislatures, (3) explain how the median voter theorem works under di↵erent legislative rules.

1 Key Terms

• Electoral College

• proportional representation (PR)

• plurality

• Duverger’s Law

• gerrymandering

• median voter theorem

• gridlock

• filibuster

2 Key Themes/Ideas

Q. What are the three methods of electing an executive in a democracy?
Answer: The three methods of executive elections are (1) plurality voting (’first past the post’),
(2) Electoral College rules, and (3) 2-Stage System.

Q. What is meant by “representativeness”?
Answer: This is up for debate, but one definition is “proportionality” or how well the proportion
of votes for a party matches up with the proportion of seats that party holds.

Q. What a↵ects legislative representativeness?
Answer: Di↵erent electoral systems and political geography can a↵ect levels of disproportionality
through gerrymandering.

Q. What are the two main features of the electoral system?
Answer: The two main features of an electoral system are district magnitude (the number of seats
per district) and electoral formula (how votes translate into seats).

Q. What is the correlation between these features of the electoral system?
Answer: An important correlation is that plurality systems tend to have smaller magnitude (M =
1) while PR systems tend to have a larger magnitude (M > 1).

Q. What are the di↵erent PR formulas and how do they work?
Answer: The largest remainder method allocates seats in the first round by quote and allocating
extra seats in the second round to parties with the largest “remainder.” The highest average method

allocates one seat at a time over multiple round using a division formula. Di↵erent PR rules result
in very di↵erent outcomes.

Q. What does the median voter theorem (MVT) argue?

Answer: The MVT says that under open proposals and majority rule, the median ideal point is
the stable outcome and it cannot be defeated by any other proposal.

Q. What factors can undermine the predictive usefulness of the median voter theorem?
Answer: Supermajority voting, agenda control, bicameralism, and executive veto can all lead to
di↵erent policy outcomes than the median voter theorem would otherwise predict.
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3 Key Readings

• Lijphart, “Patterns of Democracy: Electoral Systems”

• Binder, “The Dynamics of Legislative Gridlock”

• Smith, Roberts, and Wielen, “Spatial Theory of Legislations” (p. 409-417)

4 Review Questions

Check your understanding of this week’s material and key ideas with the following questions.

• Past political science research has found that voters tend to support more ideologically ‘ex-
tremist’ politicians in primary elections, but vote for more ‘moderate’ politicians in the general
election. Using your knowledge of electoral systems, legislative rules, and the median voter
theorem speculate as to why we might see this behavior. Does the Trump victory undermine
this prediction?

• Suppose your friend Political Pete claims that if the US switched from electing the President
via the electoral college to a first past the post system in the US, then voter turnout would
increase. Do you agree or disagree with his claim? What evidence could you use to refute or
defend it?

• George Washington’s Farewell Address warned against political parties as detrimental for the
US. Yet, two parties (the Federalists and Democratic-Republicans) still emerged. Why was
this emergence inevitable according to this week’s readings?

• In class we looked at how di↵erent types of representation lead to di↵erent numbers of parties
using Duverger’s Law. Do di↵erent types of electoral systems also lead to di↵erent patterns
of productivity/gridlock and why? Why might we still see gridlock in a plurality system?

• Can spatial theories about legislators help us understand how candidates position themselves
in elections? If so, how can they help explain the rise of Trump?

• Does the median voter theorem make any predictions about gridlock? What evidence does
the Binder reading cite to explain gridlock? Is this “good” evidence?

• How di↵erent is the legislative system described in the Binder and McCarty editorials from
Smith et al.’s basic spatial model? Do these di↵erences undermine the usefulness of the
median voter theorem?
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